Modulating the Biofunctionality of Metal-Organic Framework-Encapsulated Enzymes through Controllable Embedding Patterns.
Embedding enzyme within MOFs exoskeleton (enzyme@MOFs) offers exciting and elegant opportunities to improve the inherent fragile nature of the enzyme. It not only allows to extending the lifetime of the enzymes, but also imparts the novel biofunctionality to the MOFs. Despite the remarkable stability of MOFs-embedded enzyme is achieved, limited consideration has been given to the embedding patterns and the conversion of the enzymatic biofunctionality after entrapment by a MOFs. Herein, we for the first time reveal that how do the embedding patterns affect the bioactivity of an enzyme encapsulated in ZIF-8, a most widely used MOFs exoskeletons. Our findings show that the enzymes@MOFs, wherein the encapsulation process is driven by the rapid enzymes-triggered nucleation of ZIF-8, can maintain high enzymatic activity comparable to the free enzymes. Whereas, in the case that the encapsulation is driven by the slow coprecipitation procedure wherein the enzymes are not involved in the nucleation of ZIF-8, the obtained enzymes@MOFs tends to be inactive owing to the unfolding effect and competing coordination caused by the ligand, 2-methyl imidazole. Importantly, our work demonstrates that these two different embedding patterns are facile to be controlled via chemical modification of the amino acids of the enzymes that enabling to modulate the biofunctionality of the encapsulated enzymes.